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LCR Transforming Cities Fund Appendix 2
LCR TCF Strand 1: Transforming connectivity on our corridors in greatest
need: Corridor Assessment
From initially considering 500 journey to work movements, a long list of 38 corridors
were identified. From this the Leeds City Region HS2 Connectivity Strategy1
identifies a shortlist of 14 corridors across the City Region where there is the
greatest economic need and opportunity for transformational connectivity.
The Leeds City Region is a diverse and polycentric economy, made up of major
cities and towns and countryside which have distinctive economic roles and
priorities. Through the selected corridors, we aim to harness our spatial opportunities
to support our region’s growth. Strengthened connectivity on our key corridors will
enable the diverse opportunities in our places to be realised by all our communities
through aligning need and opportunity – for example connecting Bradford (which has
strong productivity growth) with Leeds (significant employment opportunities).
A range of criteria have been used to prioritise the corridors including sociodemographic indicators, transport planning statistics and future growth areas. The
assessment and identification of these corridors was summarised in the detailed
‘Case for Change’ report which accompanied the LCR HS2 Connectivity Strategy.
Building on this, our approach to identifying priorities for investment through the TCF
has been shaped by the principles outlined below:
Principle 1: Focusing on enabling delivery of our key policies and strategies for the
City Region. This includes:



Enabling delivery of the ambitious West Yorkshire Transport Strategy targets
for public transport and car travel by addressing the challenges highlighted in
section A4
Investing in the priority economic opportunity corridors and gateways
identified in the Leeds City Region HS2 Connectivity Strategy

Principle 2: Based on the conclusions from principle 1, through collaboration with
private and public sector partners, we have shortlisted those corridors and gateways
where there is strongest alignment with the Transforming Cities Fund guidance
criteria, including:
1. Is there potential to deliver transformational change through integrated public
transport/cycling improvements?
2. Is there potential to address weaknesses in intra-city transport systems
(particularly areas of poor accessibility/ planned housing/employment
growth)?
3. Will it connect prosperous cities and struggling suburbs?
4. Is there opportunity to integrate future mobility/technology opportunities?
5. Is there potential to leverage in private sector contributions?
6. How does it align to existing funding and deliverability by 2022?

1

https://www.westyorks-ca.gov.uk/transport/leeds-city-region-hs2-growth-strategy/
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7. How does it align with housing and employment growth zones?
The following sections illustrate how the four prioritised corridors align with these
criteria and why they have been prioritised within the TCF submission.
Engagement on the shortlisting of the corridors has already been undertaken and
through Stage 2, more detailed consultation and engagement will be undertaken to
ensure that user needs inform the detailed schemes and interventions proposed to
be implemented.
In summary, through this approach the following corridors have been shortlisted and
are illustrated below:





HS2 Hub - Bradford - Halifax and the Calder Valley.
Bradford City Centre to North Kirklees
Wakefield / Barnsley to the HS2 Hub in Leeds
Five Towns to the HS2 Hub in Leeds

Further details on each prioritised corridor is provided below.
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Corridor 1: HS2 Hub to Bradford, Halifax and the Calder Valley

This corridor links the Leeds City Region’s biggest economic centres. Together,
Leeds and Bradford are bigger in GVA terms than many other entire city regions and
is bigger than some countries (e.g. Slovenia). This corridor:


Has many communities which suffer from generational exclusion, a wide
range of social, health and community challenges which is highlighted by
there being 20 LSOAs which are in the 10% nationally most deprived
according to the Index of Multiple Deprivation. These LSOAs are home to
35,000 people. This includes areas in Leeds such as Armley and Bramley,
Thornbury in Bradford, and areas around Halifax centre and Sowerby Bridge.
Map of the Index of Multiple Deprivation ranking on the corridor





The urban centres along the corridor also experience significantly below
average levels of skills and attainment in education, employment rate and
income level.
The corridor’s labour market is currently under-utilised; connectivity serving
these communities in significant economic need to opportunities across the
city-region is much needed. This is particularly apparent for communities
around the Calder Valley where accessibility to economic centres through
public transport is poorer, and in Bradford which has both a young population
and high levels of unemployment.
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Despite these challenges, there is significant opportunity for growth on this
corridor, for example, through its young population, Bradford’s productivity
has improved in recent years despite productivity falling in neighbouring
authorities. Therefore better connectivity to Bradford will enable and other
economic centres will enable more residents to access these opportunities.
The current rail offer on this corridor suffers from slow journey times and high
levels of crowding. There is substantial road congestion due to a high volume
of traffic to Leeds.
Accessibility to the region’s economic centres is poorer towards Halifax and
the Calder Valley.
The major gateways within this corridor – Leeds, Bradford interchange,
Bradford Forster Square and Halifax all require significant modernisation.

Alignment with TCF Guidance
HS2 Hub to Bradford, Halifax and the Calder Valley - Alignment with TCF criteria
Transformational change through  There is significant opportunity to improve public
cycling/public transport
transport on this corridor through bus priority and
active travel/multimodal improvements.

Addressing weaknesses in intracity transport systems
(accessibility)



Connecting prosperous cities and
struggling suburbs
Integration of future technology



Leverage in private sector
contributions



Alignment with
funding/deliverability by 2022



Alignment with housing/
employment growth zones





Alignment can be achieved with existing funding
through building on the Connecting Leeds
schemes beyond the Leeds border.
Public Transport accessibility, journey times are
reliability are all significant barriers on this
corridor. Address accessibility issues around
Halifax/ Sowerby Bridge and congestion
Connect highly deprived communities to job
opportunities in Bradford and Leeds
Engaging with private sector on potential DRT
trials e.g. in Calder Valley
Private sector bus operators have been engaged.
There is support from the major bus operators on
the corridor – See letter of Support from First
Group
Builds and expands on the existing Connecting
Leeds scheme which currently only considers this
corridor on the Leeds District side at present
Bradford City Centre and Halifax growth zones
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Corridor 2: Bradford City Centre to South Bradford/North Kirklees

This corridor links from Bradford city centre down to the south of the city and towards
towns in North Kirklees such as Heckmondwike and Cleckheaton. This corridor:


Has many communities which suffer from generational exclusion and a wide
range of social, health and community challenges which is highlighted by
there being 42 LSOAs which are in the 10% nationally most deprived
according to the Index of Multiple Deprivation.
Map of the Index of Multiple Deprivation ranking on the corridor



Suffers from extremely poor public transport accessibility. Bus journey times
to Leeds and Bradford are longer than 1 hr 20mins and are also extremely
variable due to the frequent congestion issues on the corridor. There are
congestion issues on the road network with high car mode share - 63% of
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travel to work trips started on the corridor are by car - resulting from slow bus
journey times and an uncompetitive public transport offer.
Economic activity in this area is below the regional average, and planned
employment growth is low; this makes improving accessibility to opportunities
in nearing economic centres even more important.
The corridor is a major exporter of labour to other districts within the region,
with many looking to opportunities in Bradford (c. 9,000 people commute from
Kirklees to Bradford and c. 20,000 to Leeds).
There is also significant planned housing growth at North Kirklees Growth
Zone which has potential to deliver 5,000 new homes in Dewsbury over 15
years. Transformational public transport improvements are needed to support
this additional capacity and required connectivity.
Significant employment growth zones within the corridor include Cooper
Bridge Employment Growth Zone and Enterprise Zones at Clifton, Staithgate
Lane, Moor Park and Parry Lane.

Alignment with TCF Guidance
Bradford to South Bradford and North Kirklees - Alignment with TCF criteria
Transformational change through  Transport improvements on this corridor could
cycling/public transport
look along the A638 to improve access to
Dewsbury and all the way up to Bradford as a
key employment centre and beyond.
Key to improve journey times to key centres as
well as inter-corridor journeys, for example
access to hospitals.
Addressing weaknesses in intracity transport systems
(accessibility)
Connecting prosperous cities and
struggling suburbs



Integration of future technology



Leverage in private sector
contributions



Alignment with
funding/deliverability by 2022
Alignment with
housing/employment growth
zones







Current public transport provision poor leading to
high car mode share on corridor
Accessibility poor in some parts of North Kirklees
Address accessibility issues in North Kirklees –
many Kirklees residents look to Bradford as
employment centre with around 9,000 travelling
out
Engaging with private sector identified through
bus operators
Private sector bus operators have been engaged.
There is support from the major bus operators on
the corridor – see letter of support from Arriva
Corridor not included in the West Yorkshire
Transport Fund or Connecting Leeds
North Kirklees Growth Zone set to provide 5,000
new homes in Dewsbury and improved transport
on corridor will support this. 4 EZs and Cooper
Bridge Employment Growth Zone
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Corridor 3: Five Towns to HS2 Hub

This corridor links the five towns of Pontefract, Normanton, Castleford, Featherstone
and Knottingley within the Wakefield district to Leeds. This corridor:


Has communities which suffer from a range of social, health and community
challenges, although there is significant variation between the five towns in
terms of levels of deprivation and economic activity. There are significant
concentrations of deprivation, with a number of communities on the corridor
within top 10% most deprived areas nationally, as illustrated by the map
below.
Map of the Index of Multiple Deprivation ranking on the corridor



There is a reasonably poor rail offer serving these areas and while the
motorway network provides good connections, local roads have issues
around congestion and capacity. Accessibility to the region’s economic
centres through public transport is therefore poor. There is high car mode
share on this corridor with 68% of travel to work trips by car.
The corridor is a major exporter of labour to other parts of the region and
better connections on this corridor would enable better access to opportunities
in Leeds. The corridor also passes directly through the Aire Valley Enterprise
Zone which could provide significant employment opportunities for
communities in the five towns.
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Significant modernisation and improvements are needed at the station
gateways along the corridor.
Significant housing growth is planned on the corridor, with Castleford Housing
Zone having potential for 2500 new homes and improved access to the A1.
Castleford also has a designated Homes England Housing Zone and has
been selected as a co-development scheme within the Housing Infrastructure
Fund Forward Funding scheme.

Alignment with TCF criteria
Transformational change through
cycling/public transport
Addressing weaknesses in intracity transport systems
(accessibility)
Connecting prosperous cities and
struggling suburbs
Integration of future technology






Leverage in private sector
contributions



Alignment with
funding/deliverability by 2022
Alignment with
housing/employment growth
zones




Potential cycling connections five towns to Leeds
and improved bus services
Current rail and bus provision poor on the
corridor – improvements needed to enable
access to jobs in Leeds
Address accessibility issues around Five Towns
Engaging with private sector identified through
bus operators
Private sector bus operators have been engaged.
There is support from the major bus operators on
the corridor – see letter of support from Arriva
Builds on existing Connecting Leeds schemes
beyond the Leeds border
Corridor runs directly through Aire Valley
Enterprise Zone which could provide significant
employment opportunities for residents of the five
towns
Significant housing growth at Castleford through
Housing Zone and Homes England designation
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Wakefield/Barnsley to HS2 Hub

The corridor links Barnsley to Wakefield and on to Leeds. The corridor:


Links the urban centres of Barnsley and Wakefield, which both have
significant levels of deprivation according to the Index of Multiple Deprivation.
Wakefield urban centre has particular challenges around skills levels,
unemployment and health deprivation, ranking in the lowest 20% nationally.
17,000 people on this corridor live in the LSOAs that are within the 10% most
deprived zones (IMD). The map below illustrates this.
Map of the Index of Multiple Deprivation ranking on the corridor
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Barnsley and Wakefield have urban centres with highly deprived communities
which need to access to labour markets in Leeds as well as down towards
South Yorkshire. Wakefield district has the largest number of workers
travelling to Leeds for work at 21,000 and so connectivity on this corridor is
crucial for the functioning of the wider economy.
Generally, however, the labour market in the Barnsley to Leeds corridor is
underutilised and better connectivity would improve access to higher wage
opportunities across the city region.
This corridor is below average in terms of population, planned housing growth
and density.
Accessibility via public transport is mixed picture, with a good rail offer from
Barnsley to Leeds (although frequencies are low) and the Wakefield to Leeds
link well served by the East Coast Main Line. The M1 provides a strong road
link, however there are significant issues along the A61 which is served by
busses running from Barnsley up to Leeds. Issues along the A61 corridor
include significant congestion and issues with slow bus journey times and
poor frequencies.
Gateway improvements are also needed, for example to address the
multimodal interchange issues at Wakefield station gateway which is currently
disjointed between the two rail and bus stations.
Housing growth potential includes Wakefield City Fields, which is a
designated housing growth area with potential for over 2,700 homes.

Wakefield/Barnsley to Leeds - Alignment with TCF criteria
Transformational change through  Potential for transformational public transport
cycling/public transport
improvements along the A61
 Accessibility is reasonable along the corridor but
Addressing weaknesses in intracity transport systems
the bus offer can be significantly strengthened to
(accessibility)
serve more of its communities
Connecting prosperous cities and  Barnsley to Wakefield and Leeds
struggling suburbs
Wakefield to Leeds and towards South Yorkshire
 Engaging with private sector identified through
Integration of future technology
bus operators
 Private sector bus operators have been engaged.
Leverage in private sector
contributions
There is support from the major bus operators on
the corridor – see letter of support from Arriva
 Potential to extend Connecting Leeds
Alignment with
funding/deliverability by 2022
programme beyond the border into Wakefield
 Wakefield City Fields Housing Zone
Alignment with
housing/employment growth
Barugh Green employment growth area at
zones
Barnsley
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